Three Magic Rules

By Lt. Gen Tom Waskow, USAF (Ret.)
Bang, bang, bang … it felt like I had hit a Giant Sequoia tree. My Eagle
shuddered and yawed noticeably to the right, and the Gs were building. Additionally, I was concerned when I saw the 25-foot ﬂame shoot
out of my right engine. My ﬁrst thought was, this is not good. These
Pratt & Whitney F-100-100 tubofan engines are supposed to work at
all power settings, particularly when going from stage 3 to stage 5 in
afterburner at 480 knots.
“Eagle 01, you are on ﬁre,” was the timely call I heard from my
wingman.
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Welcome to Part 2 of our aviation safety
update. Good inﬂight habits consist of
effective trafﬁc scanning, critical task
prioritization and overall situational
awareness (SA).
Please join us now in an actual NATO
TACEVAL ﬂight (NATO’s evaluation
of the U.S. Air Force combat ability in
Europe). Strap into your McDonnell
Douglas F15-B Eagle. Tighten your
ﬁve-point safety harness, and ﬂy this
mission with Command Pilot Tom
Waskow, Lt. General USAF (Ret).

Gee, thanks for the heads up, I thought. I immediately pulled
the right throttle out of burner, back to idle, then used the
ﬁnger lift to move the throttle over the detent to the OFF position.
Good so far, I thought. Next step was to recover from a
60-degree left turn with my nose just past vertical, as I was
completing the ﬁnal stages of a low-to-high stern conversion
against my worthy adversary, a German Air Force (GAF) F-4E.
My wingman and I had just used the ground clutter to position
ourselves low and behind our two adversaries, and since it was
a NATO TACEVAL (NATO’s evaluation of the U.S. Air Force
combat ability in Europe), our simulated kill AIM-9P shots would
be a very good thing for our rating following the inspection.
The only problem was I was nose high at 5 Gs, my airspeed was
decreasing and I had only one engine. Since I had GAF Major Jurgen
Worms in the back seat of my F-15B, I brieﬂy worried that we would
get downgraded in tactical performance. Then my years of training
kicked in, and I began my Emergency Procedure response.
Step One – Maintain Aircraft Control. OK, this one is easy. I cut the
throttle off. This put out the annoying ﬁre to save the engine. If the
fan turbine inlet temperature goes over 1000 degrees, the core of the
F-100 would shatter and melt down. Simultaneously, I bring the nose
to the nearest horizon and recover to level ﬂight. I make the “Knock it
off” call to terminate the engagement due to the emergency and then
wind the clock.

Step Two – Analyze the Situation and Take Proper Action. In the early days of the F-15 employment, the Pratt &
Whitney engines had generally been reliable except for the history of stall/stagnations in critical phases of ﬂight,
generally associated with afterburner selection at high Gs and decreasing airspeed. My next challenge was to assess the
ﬁre and multiple warning lights in the cockpit. MacDonnell Douglas had done an excellent job designing a ﬁghter that
could operate on one engine due to combat damage or an in-ﬂight emergency. The left engine was operating normally
and the right engine was windmilling which provided hydraulics and electrical power to my basic systems. Following my
reset of the Control Augment System (CAS), conﬁrmation of sufﬁcient hydraulic power and a degraded, but sufﬁcient
electrical bus operation, I was ready to head for home.
Step Three – Land as Soon as Practicable. Although the weather at Bitburg Air Base in the Eifel region of
Germany was IFR at 900-foot ceiling and three miles, I had made the ILS recovery many times and was
comfortable with my return to the home of the 36th Tactical Fighter Wing. The only annoying feature was the heavy
breathing of Major Worms in my back seat. Since I was used to single seat operations in the F-15A, sharing oxygen was
new to me. As an F-104 GAF pilot, Major Worms wasn’t used to shutting down an engine in ﬂight and his hyperventilating
in the back seat was a bit distracting.
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Two F-15s over the Eifel region in Germany.

During recovery, Jurgen began to relax as I slowed the Eagle down to below 250 knots to lower the gear
at about 10 miles. Although I had practiced this approach in training to achieve Mission Ready status,
this was my ﬁrst actual single engine approach. As is always the case, the unforeseen gremlins began.
Following gear extension, the airspeed slowly decreased and the windmilling RPM of the right engine decayed
below 18 percent. Then it happened: I felt a noticeable airframe thump and the Master Caution light
illuminated with a host of associated warning lights on the warning panel, and the ﬂight controls shuttered. I
immediately looked at the warning panel and saw that the right generator and right hydraulic system had dropped
ofﬂine. After resetting the CAS and winding the clock again, I realized that the decaying right engine RPM was the
culprit and the thump that I had felt was the hydraulic, electric and fuel crossover features of the Eagle operating as
advertised. After a normal landing and postﬂight, Major Worms thanked me for the ride, and I never saw him again.
My message in this missive is about Emergency Procedure (EP) response. In Air Force Undergraduate Pilot
training, we were taught the fundamentals of EP response. The concept was based on the three golden rules of safe
ﬂying: Maintain Aircraft Control; Analyze the Situation and Take Proper Action; and Land as Soon as Practicable. This
approach to ﬂight safety is based on two fundamentals––bold face response and systems knowledge.
Bold face response is a learning technique that requires the pilot to memorize verbatim the steps in an
emergency procedure that must be performed immediately. These procedures are critical in the initial phases of
an emergency. They need to be completed without hesitation to deal with the situation. In an aircrew checklist, the
procedures are printed in bold letters to distinguish them from the noncritical checklist steps. In the GA community
memorizing the safe glide speed immediately after engine failure or safe operating speed after engine failure in a
multi-engine airplane are examples of bold face responses.
Aircraft systems knowledge is equally as important. In the event of multiple emergencies, pilots are required to
exercise sound judgment in prioritizing actions and analyzing the situation to determine the best course of action.
In the tactical ﬁghter community, our daily brieﬁngs always began with weather and NOTAMS, threat of the day
and systems failure response of the day. It was during our discussion of single engine failure the month before my
stagnation that I discussed the systems that would fail with an engine windmilling. The part that we missed was about
systems that would fail with a seized engine. After my stagnation, I was able to add to the discussion about the loss
after windmilling stopped.
A couple of thoughts for you. First, when you make your $100 BBQ run, during pre-departure
preﬂight do you think about the bold face procedures that apply to your airplane? Although they are not
cited in the POH, you might want to generate your own. Second, when you practice your emergency response
procedure, do you go through the checklist and actually touch the switches and knobs required to respond to a
deteriorating situation? And third, have you developed your pre-takeoff mantra for the three critical situations that
could face you in the next minutes – engine failure with room to abort, engine failure at an altitude that would not
permit return to the runway and engine failure at an altitude that will permit return to an emergency landing?
The three golden rules are for your consideration. Oh, by the way, wind the clock? That is my way of
saying relax, take a second to analyze your progress during an emergency and breathe. Eagle 01, out.
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